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5. Sew in the zipper:
 a. Lay your outside piece right side up.
 b. Centre and pin your zipper wrong side up along the  
  top edge of outside piece.  
  Baste zipper to the outside piece.

  
 
 
  
 

 

 c. Sandwich the zipper between the outside piece  
  and lining. 

 d. Repeat for other pieces of fabric on other side of  
  the zipper.

6. Top stitch over the fabric on both sides of the zipper.

7. Open the zipper half way and pin the PVC/cotton  
 rectangles and the two cotton rectangles right sides  
 together sew around three of the edges going over the  
 zipper on both long sides. Leave the shorter side on the  
 cotton rectangle raw to turn the bag right side out.

DIFFICULTY 

Approximate Time of Project: 1 hour

MATERIALS
Opaque PVC table clothing
Cotton
Heavy sew-in interfacing
Thread (complementary to cotton)
Snap fastener
25cm zipper

EQUIPMENT
Fabric scissors
Pins
Sewing machine

STEPS
1. Cut the following:
 a. PVC- two 26x15cm rectangles.
 b. Cotton- two 26x30cm rectangles and two  
  26x15cm rectangles.
 c. Interfacing- two 26x15cm rectangles, two  
  3cm squares.

2. Baste the interfacing to the back of the PVC for  
 both rectangles.

3. Pin a 26x15cm PVC and cotton piece right sides together  
 and sew along a 26cm side. Fold the raw edge below the  
 PVC side and topstitch to secure.  
 Repeat with the second piece.

4. Place snaps on the front of the panel piece as shown  
 in the diagram. Mark where the snaps will go and secure  
 interfacing squares to reinforce cotton on the wrong  
 side. Secure snaps through layers.
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8. Turn bag right side out, turn the raw cotton edge in on  
 itself and top stitch to close gap. Place the cotton lining  
 inside the bag and press out corners.

9. Zip and snap to close.


